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Oakland A’s youth movement
placed on broad shoulders of
rookie phenom Ben Grieve

Welfare mothers juggle
raising kids, being single,
classes ... and friendship
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SJSU
second
in drug
arrests

Mariachi mania

By Nicholas Boer
Staff Writer

Anove Rafael
Cro,riejas plays
the violin ow or
Mariachi Los
Caidenales as
they entertain a
small crowd of
spectators with
"Viva Mexico"
sponsored by the
Gamma Zeta
Alpha fraternity
and Sigma Alpha
Zeta sorority.

Chris Rail. Spa:lion Datl$
Left: Jose Delgado performs on campus
Tuesday as part of the Salinas Mariachi Los
Cardenales band.The mariachis were part of a
Cinco de Mayo celebration Tuesday at ’iJSU
I Edmond Mu’st’/ Soirt.in

Aid program to send back A.S. cash
Fees earmarked for need -based scholarships disbursed on merit
Bs Desin tehely
a I, 1,011,1,11f

In a rvvvr,iii of fortune, Vice
ersity Advancement
President for
Janet Redding - :lid the $101) 000
donated by Associated Students it. the
President’s Scholars Program %%1/111(1

have to be returned.
Redding said the current plan to
bankroll the scholarship program with
money earmarked for financial aid
was "not appropriate." The money
would have to be returned, she said, to
its rightful destination -- the financial
aid budget.
’1 think it would he appropriate to

Memorandum
the
of
modify
Understanding i with Associated
Students)," Redding said, "and make
sure the appropriate amount of funding from the transit fee does, in fact, go
to financial aid
Redding s comment marked an
abrupt about face in the university’s
position on the matter. Vice-President

11.1

iii

ll,or s

Monica

RaSCOV

plan to use money set
aside for tin olciAl aid to fund the
silt’ lirshit
,in in an inter-view
A. .1 r,
rtaihis
knowledge. there
’
i:tutu
11 or improper,"
-411,1
ii the integrity of
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A recent survey showing San Jose State
University as having the second highest
number of drug arrests in the country has
prompted top school officials and administrators to defend the campus as safe.
The study of 500 colleges and universities, conducted by the Chronicle of Higher
Education, reported SJSU had 160 drug
arrests in 1996, but noted that reporting
and enforcement techniques vary widely
among college campuses. University Police
Department has jurisdiction a mile off
campus while many universities are not
empowered to make arrests off school property.
According to university statistics. 85 of
the 160 drug arrests were for driving under
the influence :Ind only four involved SJS11
students or stall 1-manners Figures for
1997 were nem Iv identical to 1996 with
161 drug arrest, tnrolring only two students.
SJSU President Robert Caret said the
campus is safe in part due to the high number of arrests, but he is concerned about
the image the statistics might create.
"It doesn’t help us." Caret said.
"Anything that insinuates you’re less safe
will hurt you."
Caret said the university has been
working hard with the city to eliminate
drug activity, hut said the high number of
halfway houses in the area presents an
uphill battle.
"You can’t create ghettos and expect people to thrive in them." he sat(’
UPD Chief Ric Abevta said the high
arrest figures are reflective of the department’s close relationship with city police
and neighboring communities The department has been participating in the city’s
Project Crackdown since June 1995. The
program focuses enforcement in certain
neighborhoods and encourages members of
the community to report drug use
"I would much rathei have a high arrest
rati and a low crime rate than a low arrest
rate and a high L rime rate," Abevt t &mid
a month at h
Alteyta meet s twit
Project Crackdiiwn of% ials and iises he
city’s information to allocate resources and
brief officers
UPD Sgt. John Hernandez smut the figures, showing many arrests hut tew students being involved. speak fur themselves.
"The people we have been arresting do
have priitr arrests, and they are not our
student s," Hernandez said
hi t he high arrest
He ids() said he iii
n I .o ilea? ititure
statist s will reT
dhwn n..w
"Wh feel the ii -t,
, .0, rigs, ooze 10

cek Folk groups take trip through turbulent SJS ’60s
Hy .11 eremiah ()shan
suit VC, iti
is the third
pet/ So //I,. titled "Rock
day it/ it
of Ages." Ilw rerie will delve into
the evoliing mum, ,t ’tile at what
was first San Jose State College
and later San Jose State University
Miring the week, "Rock ofAges" will
chronich the changes in culture and
mpetety Mot led to the acts that
swung on o star, hopped till they
dropped, moved with the groove and
rapped thi VIII Monistic 01’4’1 the
years in Son dose Welcome to the

AJes

It was a time when an ounce of
marijuana could be purchased for
less than $10 and a Spartan Daily
editorial blamed student apathy on

"grass and LSD."
A time when students were note
fled that unless they took 15 111116.
and were in guild academic stamt
ing they would be eligible tin I hi.
draft.
The 1960s were a period when
some of the most radical social,
political, musical and physical
changes happened at San Jose
State College.
The school, if not the country,
saw some of its most exciting times.
Music reflected the excitement
The popularity of bands like Peter.
Paul and Mary spurred an interest
in folk music and prompted them to
play several times at San Jose Civic
Auditorium, one of the few places
students timid :;e1 111:1.1111 .1(1,14 wi
1h1
Ii ek
to
making
out
Francisco. Students could try thcie

voices out at the Offstage
Folkmusic Theatre and could learn
bilk guitar for "very lint oonev"
blasted Spartan Daily ads
Chad Mitchell of tb (
Mitchell Trio, which leataritd
young John Denver, define., talk b..
the Spartan Daily in 1961 .is
honest expression of the tone pr..
served in music "
A big reason for folk’s madam v
was its accessibility Anyone with
an acoustic guitar and the guts to
sing could play along Recinau zing
its popularity, Catholic chori he,
starting having "folk n
using guitars and banjos instead it
singing traditional hymns
ABC even had a shin called
"California Swings" Ilia’ la III
tryouts at ‘’ IS fin bilk ,111r,111/
See /Mgr 7

AA
I was into anything with a
Motown label on it I don’t
recall ever going to a single
show while at SJS
St. Saf fold
fro,ni S
st ident
current Asso, rtti v.. 1 Pii-sirient 01
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FORUM
Many people say the California
public school system is in deep
trouble, but will eliminating
bilingual education be helpful?
California education
will be damaged even
further by Prop. 227

Command of English
necessary for California
students to succeed
English is the language of the
United Stan,s, ;illicit unofficially
To get a job with a high-paying
technology company in the Silicon
Valley, you had better be able to
speak and write English fluently
If you are planning a career as
in educator, be prepared to coin
municate VaSlly with others in
English. Even if you’ri dreaming of
working behind the counter at the
local 1McDonalil’s .iii had better
have iii ’cent spi.ken Fogiedi skills
In a Feb. 7 letter to the San Josi Men or\ N. Miguel Sanchez said that when hi and ,o, other
Mexican pridessionals compared their experienci
learning English. he t(J11/1(1 ,I110 COIIIIIIMI lotr
"Although 1,ye all had different English harning e
Henrys, we did agree Unit the most useful were those
that removed the safety net of our native language ;ind
Iiirced us to join the mainstream, Sanchez v, rote.
That is what Proposition 227 will dccomplish. immer
shin of English -as -a -second -language st Ildi’lltS int,
them in a
mainstream classrooms instead of is’ ii
bilingual program Proposition 227 does not encourage
tossing students who are not proficient in English into
mainstream classes, where progress would be slow and
frustrating, but instead encourages a taster rate H
acclimatization in sheltered English classes
According to the proposition, sheltered English classes feature curriculum and presentation iii ’signed liir
children who are learning English, with most of the
classroom instruction in the sanw language
ti/ teach at
Bilingual classes, however, at
English through instruction and text that is mainly in
the students native language
Yvette Valenzuela, who shirted school in Los Angeles
in 1969 without the option of bilingual education, said
she learned English through immersion. :is dul her four
brothers who speak two languages fluently
"I remember trying to understand what was going on
and eventually learning English so well that I went (in
to graduate from high school with,iiit ever retreating
into any kind of shell,- Valenzuela wrote in a March 1
letter to the Long Beach Press-Telegram
Ati a child, I took elementary level German classes
through an extended learning program in Alaska It was
an extremely difficult, not to mention trust rating pro
gram, since I was learning every other subject in my
native language, English I didn’t learn to -:peak
German fluently until my mother, a high school t ;erinan
teachig. who had learned mainly through immersion,
sent me to a German immersion camp.
When I had to order candy in tbrman Gr. git the
wrong item I learned extremely fist I had to learn to
ask for the fbod I wanted, what propects :ind games I
wanted to participate in and how to say -thanks,- all
through immersion in the language.
It was just as frustrating as learning without immersion had been, but the difference was the re-ults. After
two summers of immersion I could structure complex
sentences and add and SUbtract at no, current math
level. Immersion works. I only hope voters will ri ’CI ignize
that it is easier to learn any language, including
English, through immersion ilS students will if
Proposition 227 passes this summer.
Leah Bawer is a Spartan Daily stall writer

Talking Heads

"Neither of them concerns
me personally, but eliminating ESL is not a good idea. I
don’t think it will pass, so I’m
not concerned. In regard to
the Taco Bell commercial, it is
the funniest on the air right
now."
Jeff Garden
freshman
aviation

"Prop. 227 concerns me
most because by eliminating
bilingual education you’re
saying one group is more
important than another.
American is a pluralistic society and we need to support
each other."
Brad Selbst
junior
computer science

Illustration by LI( k Luchetti

California public educaThe
tion system is a disaster, and
Proposition 227 will make it
worse. Eliminating bilingual education is a step backward. It’s not
the answer to the horrible education system that can’t even teach
English-speaking students.
The real problems are the shortages of adequately trained teachers, overcrowded classrooms and
uncooperative parents who don’t
push their children to learn
English.
These problems have been plaguing r ’alifbrnia public
schools since the education budget cuts in the 1980s. Yet
people are being tricked into thinking a new initiative to
end bilingual education will get the public schools back
on the right track. Wrong.
First, only 30 percent of English learners are in bilingual classes. Second, when bilingual education is used,
it is not done right. In the San Jose Unified School
District, half of the so-called bilingual teachers aren’t
fluent in Spanish. They rely on aides who are fluent yet
aren’t qualified as teachers; a lot of the aides are only
high school graduates.
Proposition 227 is going after the half-baked bilingual education programs, although the dual immersion
programs with actual bilingual teachers work. For
example, River Glen Elementary School in San Jose
uses dual immersion. The school teaches 90 percent of
kindergarten students in Spanish. English is gradually
implemented into the teaching as the students learn
more. By the third grade, most River Glen students are
fluent in English, and they score as high as the mainstream students.
Proposition 227, on the other hand, wants to implement English-only as the only style of teaching English
learners. This is a "sink or swim" approach. The students will take developmental English classes for one
year, then go to mainstream classes with students who
have been speaking English all their lives. Realistically,
can students learn English well enough in one year to be
able to compete with native English speakers? Sure, if
they study English 10 hours a day, seven days a week
and if qualified teachers monitor their progress and
parents support their education.
But that’s an unlikely scenario. Students only go to
school for about six hours a day, five days a week.
Classes are overcrowded when you get behind in a
class of 30 or more, how can you expect to get the individual attention that you need to catch up? Teachers are
unqualified one-fourth of the teachers are on emergency credentials. A lot of parents know less English
than their children and are too busy trying to make ends
meet to worry about whether or not their children are
learning English. Inevitably, many of these non Englishspeaking students will "sink" after a year
They will be forced to learn all subjects math, science and history in English when they don’t have
command over it. Consequently, they will get behind,
lose confidence and feel inferior to the native speakers.
From there on out, it will he a constant uphill battle.
This will hurt these young non English-speaking students, who could easily get discouraged and give up.
Dual immersion offers the comfort level that will make
them feel secure because they can communicate with
the language they are accustomed to, whereas Englishonly might alienate them.
John Meyer is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.

Which concerns you most, Proposition 227 or the Taco Bell chilmahud?

"They bother me equally.
The Taco Bell commercial is
mocking a culture and I find
it insulting. Prop. 227 scares
me because I don’t like only
one language."

"Neither concerns me. I
haven’t really been paying
much attention. I see headlines and commercials here
and there, but nothing I stop
and think about."

Hillary Harrell
freshman
English

Wayne Lo
senior
art illustration

"Of course Prop.227 would
concern me. I feel we should
have bilingual education in
order to learn about other
cultures."

"Prop. 227 because I’m getting my bilingual education
credential. It will seriously
affect children more than the
commercial."

Jessica Santana
junior
advertising

Samantha White-Desilva
graduate student
bilingual credential

compiled by Sharon Parks and photos by Dan Frohlich
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Fashion nightmare returns to haunt
Ally worst fears were confirmed the
IVI other day when, leafing through
one of those "women’s magazines," I
happened upon a spread heraldelig one
of the latest "in" fashions: short, pleated skirts.
"Hail Mary full of grace ..." I began
to murmur in that monotone that anyone who is a product of Catholic school
can conjure up instantaneously.
Pope John, say it ain’t so.
I shudder at the thought of anyone
willingly zipping up a ten-pleat skirt.
No one and I mean no one who
went to Catholic school would willingly
shimmy into a pleated skirt ever and
I mean ever again.
Perish the thought.
Four years of pleats, after all, is enough for any
mere God-fearing gal.
When Bishop Montgomery High School (or
Bowel Movement High School, as we affectionately called it) accepted my parents’ hard-earned
thousands in exchange for the promise of an education and discipline, I had no idea sacrificing my
identity in the name of conformity would be the
true price tag.
When you have been forced to kneel on a hard
linoleum classroom floor along with 30 other
female students nearly every morning and have
your skirt measured by a militant girl’s dean
(read: girl’s basketball coach/driver’s ed. instructor) it is not a humiliation you soon forget.
Like that silly word association game everyone
plays when they’re kids, the sight of pleats conjures up images of flowing robes following me and
hours God, hours in detention and the
resounding clank of impossibly high iron gates
slamming shut at 8:15 a.m., trapping us like laboratory mice in a cage.

Back in those days, we did what we
could with those heavy polyester
skirts in the rainbow of colors of black,
navy and light blue. Every morning
we huddled in tight masses in the
girl’s bathroom, armed with duct tape,
staples and, if we were lucky, a needle
and a thread.
We stuck and stitched and clamped
anything to show a little extra
cheesecake.
The school handbook stated skirts
couldn’t be more than four inches
above the floor when kneeling.
The last detention I served recorded mine at 11 inches above the knee.
No longer in fear of the dreaded,
"This will go down on your permanent record"
threat (a standard at private institutions), my
girlfriends and I conducted one last hurrah at our
soon-to-be alma mater on the eve of our graduation.
Loading up on the requisite bottles of Boone’s
Farm Strawberry Hill and 12-packs of Keystone
Light, we burned our uniform skirts on the 50yard line of the football field.
Think: virgin sacrifice ... sort of.
Burning polyester has never smelled so good.
Word to the fashion community: no female, no
matter what age, looks good in polyester gathered
into the shape of a bell.
Take my word for it ... the back of the knee is
not an attractive sight.
I never thought clothing that we loathed
utterly loathed would come into fashion.
I guess that’s how my mom feels about the second coming of bell bottoms.

Today

p.m. in the Student Union’s Council
Chambers. For more information,

Sparta Guide

call Susan Clair at (408) 924-5966.
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN

ARAB STUDENT CLUB
Arabic music and dancing at 7

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY COMMUNITY
Forum: "The Parables, What Did

Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a.m. -4 p.m. today through

p.m. at the International House at
360 S. 11th St. For more informa-

Jesus Have in Mind?" with Richard
Jeske from 5:30 - 7 p.m. in the

Thursday in the Art Building/Industrial

tion, call Marina at (4081 265-4113.

Student Union’s Pacheco Room. For
more information, call Anna at

ASIAN AMERICAN

(408) 293-2401.

Weekly meeting at 7:30 p.m. in

more information, call David at
(408) 265-7442.

LIBRARY DONATIONS & SALES UNIT
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m.
3 p.m. every Tuesday and
Wednesday at Wahlquist Library

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:10 - 12:35
p.m. at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets (across from the
dorms). For more information, call
Ginny at 1408/ 938-1610.

For more information, call the
Acquisitions Department at (408)

exhibit of
ErgoCon ’98 free
the latest in ergonomic products
and technology from 10 a.m. - 2

924-2705.

p.m. at Hyatt Rickeys in Palo Alto.

ESTUDIANTIL CHICANO AZTLAN)
Meeting to nominate officers for
next year at 2 30 p m at the
Chicano Resource Center

SJSU UNIVERSITY THEATRE
"A Day in Hollywood/A Night in
the Ukraine" at 1 p.m. in the

p.m. today through Friday at 80 E.
Rosemary St. For more informa-

NUTRITION & FOOD SCIENCE

University Theatre, Hugh Gillis
Hall For more information, call
Mary Gibboney at 14081 924-4555.

tion, call Ilene at (408) 441-6661.

DEPARTMENT
Percent body fat testing with

DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES
& CHINESE LANGUAGE CLUB
Professor Glen Dudbridge of the

bioelectrical impedance from 1 - 3
p.m. in the Central Classroom

Institute of Chinese Studies at the
University of Oxford will speak on

Building. Room 103 Memorial Day
2 for 1 special For more information, call Jill Christensen at 140/41

"Dante and the Chinese
Vernaculars" at 10:30 a.m. in

924-3110

Business Classrooms, Room 120.

RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM
Brown Bag Lunch Program
1 30
Graduation Parte fruit/ 12

For more information, call K.0
Leung at (408) 924.4623.

SPARTAN VILLAGE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Town hall meeting at 10 p.m. in
the Spartan Village Community
Room. For more information, call
Dennis English at (408) 924-7932.
Spume e;usetre prol Ned free of cheep Co iodenen. faruhr
401 neetI. rinedlene
omen., eel to,, thr. nave hewn
dreterel nubile wenn dune Eton farm. at, onlable en Me Spann,
hod, Offneer Span, nommen, neene meaner Malan of elebeena

SPARTAN -UP YOUR DAY
WITH A SUBSCRIPTION TO
THE SPARTAN DAILY

Opinion page policies

One Washington 5goare, San lose CA 95192 0149
408: 924 32801 mail SDAILYuimc.siso edu

Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the
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A Letter to the Editor

01

a 200-word response to an issue

or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity. grammar, libel and length
Submissions

contain
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CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "Orientation" at 7:30
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Performance at 7 p.m. in SPX 219,
Studio Theatre.
SILICON VALLEY ERGONOMICS
INSTITUTE AND SJSU

North, Room 408, and Clark
Library lobby. Donations welcome.

Terri K Milner is a Spartan Daily co-exendive editor
Her column appears every Wednesday.

EDITORIAL

SCHOOL Of MUSIC & DANCE
Senior Portfolio Scholarship

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
the Student Union’s Almaden
Room. Bring $3 for ice cream. For

Studies. For more information, call
Brendan at (408) 924-4330.

The Associated
Students, SJSU
presents the

18th Annual
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with Kenny Brown
and Cedric &inside

Tommy Castro

Quotefor the Day
’Fake a xveckelic I vacat i()1i
The more you study, the more you know.
The more you know, the more you forget.
The more you forget, the less you know.
The less you know, the less you forget.
The less you forget, the more you know.
Which proves why studying is nothing
but a relentless pursuit of ignorance.

Old Swedish Proverb
compliments of Asa Bexell,
Spartan Daily staff writer
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more th,111
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American !lean
AssociationvhbeW11.1110...
and Stnenn

AMFRI( AN I II -AR I
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stay in a luxury hotel within minutes of campus!
Now only

ArenaHo

$69.00

v.,’ Student ID
Room Tax
iReg ,are 3129)
Save 560.001

7S.

Includes

Alsaida
Sas Jan
(4N) 2944501

.t.-k

Large
In-room
Jacuzzi
King-size
Beds
Free Hot
Breakfast
"17" TV’_s
with VCR

Valey Park
Hotel
2404amort
(40e) 20111100
fres Pail*

Eddie King

1412190311(

and the Swampbees

Deborah
Coleman
Barry Levenson
with Sherry Brunt
and Edward fad Thomas

Pt

The Ray Bailey
Band

A
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THE ARMY CAN HELP YOU
GET A $40,000 EDGE
ON COLLEGE.
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EGG DONATION PROGRAM

Iwo VIII ’.1(11(1 earn ti26,f)(10
If you are between the ages of 21 and 52 and in
good health, you can expenence the reward
a’t

and satisfaction of helping another woman
to conceive It is the most heartfelt gift one
can give

Our Medical Family specializes

in the treatment of infertility

We help

many childless couples with our
Egg Donation Prowam
Visit iii on the web www ihr com/hafertil/

Contact: Kristin (510) 867-1800 ext. 122
Reproductive Science Center of the Bay Area
3160 Crow Canyon Road, Ste

150. San Ramon, CA 94583
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University
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Shaq, Karl throw verbal jabs

Chris Rlit.y/ Spartan Daily
Not only is Liz Marpuri respected for her conditioning and strategic play, her teammates also point to her
positive attitude and willingness to lend an ear to any problems they have. She currently has a 16-2 record.

SEATTLE (AP) It’s getting personal between
Shaquille O’Neal and George Karl.
Alter Monday night’s 106-92 victory by the
Seattle SuperSonics over the Los Angeles Lakers
in the opener of a Western Conference semifinal
playoff series, O’Neal lashed out at Karl, Seattle’s
coach.
"I don’t understand how a person cries before a
series even started," O’Neal said, referring to comments by Karl that the Lakers center was sometimes guilty of throwing elbows and traveling.
"He looks like a woman coach sometimes. I
guess he’s just trying to get into certain people’s
heads, but it won’t work with me," O’Neal said.
"Like a woman who coaches and cries all the
time. He can’t get in my head. He’s a crybaby."
On Tuesday during practice, Karl was asked for
his reaction.
"There’s some great women coaches in this
game," Karl said. "I’m thinking about wearing an
apron tomorrow night.
"But I’m not going to play amateur psychologist," Karl added. "I’m sure you all (reporters) do
that very well."
In Game 1 between the Pacific Division foes, the
Sonics won despite a 27-point, 11-rebound by the
7-foot-1, 315-pound O’Neal. O’Neal is averaging
28.6 points a game, the best postseason average of

For the love of tennis
Liz Marpuri’s
mental focus
earns respect,
16-2 record
H.) Sharon Parks
start Vc er
Elizabeth Nlarpuri is one hot
tennis player.
San Jose State University’s
No. 1 singles terniis player has a
16-2 record this season
"I think Liz is doing a great
joh thr us this season," Head
Women’s Tennis Coach Anh-Dao
Nguyen said "Ste is the best Ni).
1 player that I have ever had in
ifly nine years of coaching. We’re
very pleased to have her around.
She’s a great team leader and all
her teammates look up to her.
They love Liz."
Nlarpuri is a junior from
Union City.
1Ier doubles partner Daisy
Hurst says Marpuri’s attitude is
the key to their success.
"Liz is a real asset to the tam
She is our No I player because of
her toughness and good concentration," Hurst said. "If she plays
someone that is equal to her in
ability she will pull it out with
her mental toughness. We’ve
grown together. playing better at
each match She never gets mad,
Is ery nice and pleasant to play
with "
Marpun won awards in the
Vision Val ley Athletic Leagoe
. twice,
North Coast Section
twice. She was nominated Player
to Watch as a Freshman and the

Spartan Daily

Sportsmanship Award twice.
"Liz’s strongest point in playing tennis is her mental focus,"
teammate Michele Matro said.
"She is able to focus totally on
her game and never gives up.
This is what makes her 16-2. She
supports everyone on the team
by being the first one to cheer us
on and off the court."
Marpuri’s toughness and
determination was best exemplified when she played a match in
April against Texas Christian
University, though she had been
sick for two days prior to the
match.
Tennis gives Marpuri an
opportunity to travel.
She has been playing since
she was 12, traveling all over the
country to New York, Florida,
Georgia,
North
Carolina,
Virginia, Arizona, Tennessee,
Oklahoma, New Mexico and
Hawaii.
"I have been everywhere,"
Marpuri said. "I usually go on
two trips a year, mostly in the
summer. Ever since I was in elementary school, my teachers
knew I had a heavy schedule so
they would give me work ahead
of time and I would do it while I
traveled."
According to Marpuri, she
went to Fresno State University
to be away from family, then she
realized how much she missed
them.
"SJSU offered me a athletic
scholarship and a chance to be
close to my family," Marpuri said.
Despite her love of tennis,
sports are hard for any athlete
because of parental pressures.

his career.
"I think Shaq’s a great player," Karl said. "I really think what (coach) Del Harris said is truthful.
He’s probably the MVP of the league. He’s had an
unbelievable year.
"We’ve got to worry about every moment of our
life about how to beat him and how to stop him
and how to create problems for him."
Karl and O’Neal have a history. During the
1994 All-Star game, when O’Neal was with
Orlando, he got mad at Karl for double-teaming
him aggressively. Karl was the West coach and
O’Neal was playing for the East.
O’Neal said double teams shouldn’t be used
during All-Star games.
During practice Tuesday, O’Neal didn’t want to
talk about Karl.
"I ate too many Frosted Flakes," he said. "I don’t
remember what I said last night."
In Game 1, the Lakers were whistled for 26
fouls to 22 for the Sonics.
Before Monday night’s game, Harris complained that Karl was criticizing the officials
before the series had started.
A day later, Harris didn’t want to talk about his
center’s postgame remarks about Karl.
"I have no comment," he said. "I don’t want to
know anything about it."

I love him
so much. I wonder
if he’s going to pop
the big question before
we go home for the
summer? Sigh.

Marpuri had a hard time
understanding her dad’s frenzied
involvement until she herself
started to coach her nine- yearold sister. She spends every day
with her managing her tennis
career.
"I used to think, ’Why is my
dad so involved, cares so much, is
going crazy and why is he so into
this?’ I really didn’t understand
until now spending time with my
sister everyday. Taking care of
her tennis has made me see how
it feels to care so much, because
you are involved," Marpuri said.
Marpuri now feels every ball
that her sister hits and misses
and the frustration she experiences while playing the game.
"She is my little investment,"
Marpuri said.
Currently, Marpuri is practicing tennis three hours a day.
"I do everything in shots:
point play, serves, doubles play,
strategic
conditioning
and
plays," she said.
Marpuri’s transfer was welcome news for the tennis team.
"When we heard Liz was coming here from Fresno, which is a
really good team, we knew she
would be good for us. She’s really
a cool person to be with," teammate Stephanie Sarte said.
Maybe Marpuri’s biggest
asset is the way she cares about
her teammates.
"She is a great friend and the
first to make sure you’re alright,
to listen to problems and to give
advice," Hurst said. "She is
respected by her teammates for
being such a wonderful person
and fun."

I wonder if
Shurgard still has
some space left on that
4 months for the price
of 3 deal for storing
your stuff during the
summer?

AIM HIGHER!
Attention Class of 20001 Air Force
Officers are ;.-1 High Demand! Offering
many opportunities in aviation. If you have a
2.35 GPA, you can qualify for a scholarship. AFROTC
provides full tuition, books, and fees plus $150 a month extra.
GUARANTEED PAYCHECK
30 DAYS VACATION A YEAR
FREE MEDICAL & DENTAL AFTER GRADUATION
TAKE ONE CLASS AND A LAB EACH SEMESTER To
BECOME AN OFFICER

Check out the program anytime No commitment.
START OFF IN A FOS THAT WILL MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
Call Captain Mike Savage
(4108)924-2967
for applicant information

GO

AEll
To her: We haven a clue.
o im: Yes, there’s tons of space left.
Either bring your stuff to Shtugard, or call for.,
’s Storage To Go. That’s our insanely Windrow service
bring a storage containakto your place, let yOu *kit
we come fetch and store it for the sununer. There.
Now one of life’s really big questions has been

GREEK
Daily Hours
11 am - 8 pm

$1.00 off any 7" Sandwich
2.00 off any 12" Sandwich
3.00 Ott any 24" Sandwich
346 William St.
Downtown San Jose, (.a 95 I I 2
Phone ’295.45415
Fix 2115-4575
sondwIenyel CrilpOn

lo".’ 403(510

WEDNESDAY’S
GREEK NIGHT
This Wednesday:

Delta Gamma
Beta Theta Pi
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm
*Check it out! We deliver

4 Now Open Late Hours
on Thursday’s & Friday’s
11 pm 3 am
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Lasers stack
forward slot

A’s youth movement
starts with Grieve
By Jeremiah Oshan
Staff Writer
Most 22-year-olds’ biggest
worries have to do with passing
finals and paying rent, not resurrecting a once proud baseball
franchise.
But Ben Grieve, a former No.
1 draft pick (No. 2 overall) and
now one of the main building
blocks for the Oakland Athletics’
youth movement, isn’t letting
the pressure get to him.
"I don’t worry about anything
off the field," said Grieve, who
was Minor League Player of the
Year last season and is currently
a front-runner for Rookie of the
Year. "I know what I can do and
work on what I need
to work on."
From the first
day that Grieve saw
action at the major
league level, he
drew
attention.
Against the crossbay
rival
San
Francisco Giants,
Grieve had three
hits, all doubles. For
the remainder of the
season he would
prove th.it the night wasn’t a
fluke, he hit .312 and drove in 26
runs in just 93 at bats. His performance made several A’s
scouts look very smart.
General Manager Billy Beane
was one of the people involved
with making the decision to take
a chance on the young phenom
who was coming right out of high
school.
"Physically if you were to
build a right fielder that is how
YOU would build him," said
Beane about the 6 -foot -4 and
226 -pound Grieve. "The first

thing anyone notices about him
is his swing. He’s got the picturesque, classic, left-handed
swing that you just can’t teach."
Beane isn’t the only one high
on Grieve’s game.
Players and announcers alike
see something special in the phenom from Arlington, Texas.
"He’s really got one of the
most sweet rhythmic swings of
any young player who’s come up
in quite some years," said A’s
radio voice Bill King, who in his
18 years of broadcasting has
seen his fair share of sweet
swings. "It’s a swing that is not
just a beauty to watch, but also
generates a lot of bat speed and
excellent timing."
One consistent compliment
about Grieve’s game
is something that
doesn’t necessarily
show up on the
scouting reports
his mental approach.
"A lot of stuff really doesn’t faze him,"
said
teammate
Jason Giambi, who
along with Grieve is
a centerpiece in
their club’s longen Grieve term plans. "He’s
used to the big leagues."
Added designated hitter Matt
Stairs: "He never gets ticked off,
never gets rattled."
Grieve, like all major leaguers, has gone through several
slumps.
His average got as low as .193
while playing at the A’s DoubleA affiliate in Huntsville, Ala.,
While in the majors it has
dropped into the .270 range, low
for him anyway.
Each time he has been able to
break out of his slump by just
sticking to his game, according

to Grieve. After his slump in
Huntsville he went on a 20 for 46
tear and since his recent slump
he has been one of the hottest
hitters in all of baseball, raising
his average above .310.
"I didn’t change anything in
particular," Grieve said.
One contribution to Grieve’s
ability to take the game in stride
is the fact that his father, Tom,
played for the Washington
Senators for nine seasons and
was the general manager for the
Texas Rangers for another 10.
His baseball pedigree made
him an even better commodity,
according to Beane.
"Ben’s background really
lends himself to success," he
said.
Grieve is not perfect, however.
There seems to be a consensus
about Grieve’s need for improvement in base running, defense
and throwing. There have been
several incidents this year
where Grieve has overthrown a
cut-off man and misjudged fly
balls. He also has no stolen bases
or triples.
Beane thinks that Grieve’s
defense and base running may
not be as bad as they seem.
"The other parts of his game
seem worse than they are
because offensively he’s so far
ahead of where a guy his age
should be," Beane said.
During the fifth and sixth
innings of Friday’s game against
the Toronto Blue Jays, a slice of
Grieve’s defensive potential was
served with the sobering reality
that he is still a rookie.
In the fifth inning Jose Cruz
lofted a fly ball to deep right-center field. With a runner on first
and the A’s up by two, there was
potential for trouble, but Grieve
used all of his 76 inch frame to

0 INTEGRATE YOUR G.E.
Seeing GE as merely a fragmented and disjointed group of
courses required for graduation?

By Ed Oberweiser
Senior Staff Wnter

Brian Prince/ Spartan Daily
Ben Grieve, rookie right fielder for the Oakland A’s, is one of the
reasons for the team’s 12-6 record over the last 18 games.
make a leaping grab.
But there is also a downside
to the rookie.
When Tony Fernandez laced a
double to right field and brought
in one run. Grieve got to the ball
fine, but overthrew the cut-off.

Fernandez was unable to
advance, but A’s manager Art
Howe surely was shaking his
head.
"He’s working on his defense
every day," said Howe. "He’s a
very easy guy to coach."

The San Jose Lasers used
their first round pick (sixth
overall) in Monday’s 1998
American Basketball League
draft to choose 6-foot-l -inch forward Sharon Thompson from
Mississippi State University.
"We need more rebounds and
someone who can shoot," said
General Manager Christine
Forter.
Thompson was an All-South
Eastern Conference First Team
pick and led the Mississippi
State Bulldogs in rebounding
last season with 8.9.
She also led the Bulldogs in
scoring with 16.8 points per
game and averaged 31.7 minutes per game playing time. She
scored 20 or more points in nine
games last season for the
Bulldogs.
Forter
said
the
fact
Thompson was chosen AllConference was impressive
because the South Eastern
Confereii,e is one of the toughest in the nation.
The Lasers chose 6-foot-1 inch guard Anna DeForge from
the University of Nebraska in
the second round. DeForge led
Nebraska in both scoring and
rebounding and averaged 18.5
points and 7.9 rebounds per
game in her senior season.
"I think we have a great
team," said Forter. "We have a
chance to go to the championships with the players we
have now."
Forter said she also thinks
the new players will motivate
the current Laser starters.
The Lasers chose Molly
Goodenbour, a 5-foot-6-inch guard
who played on two Stanford
National Championship teams
and was the MVP of the 1992
Final Four, with their fifth
round pick.

’ONE OF THE MOST SPECTACULARLY ORIGINAL Al\IERICAN MOVIES IN YEARS,

In emerging genre of cheerfully subversise films finds its first nearlasterpia in ’The Truman Show.’ It is enough to give one faith in the inspiring maws
of the new mil ennium. for here, out of nowhere, comes a picture that knows there is no sub’I as weirdly compelling as our strange relationship with kvision.
The great coup of The Truman Show,’ the knock*, is in the conaption, Jim Coy is Truman Burbank-honest, zing, amiable, bogie!.
His wayward eyes and lunging comic spin t are Truman’s life force. The pit is unthilik without Canty."
DAVID THOMSON, Isoulf

CONSIDER AN INTEGRATED
UPPER -DIVISION GE PACKAGE

And fulfill your upper-division writing
requirements*

FALL 1998*
enroll concurrently in:
Biology 110, sect. 1 MWF 8:30-9:20 (Area R)
Polit. Science 120, sect. 50 MWF 9:30-1020 (Area V)
Engineering 157, sect. 50 W 15:00-17:45 (Area S)
Four areas of GE are covered with three courses which will:
have a community focus both inside and outside the classroom
be integrated around the themes of SUSTAINABILITY and
DESIGN
provide the opportunity for multi-dimensional interaction
provide the opportunity to make a difference
140 itivratile41,,111
lei II’.
0 (r1444,111)PJA ‘Pli
";: 1111111
iiiiI))11’
’Credit for the upper division writing requirement (100W)
depends upon the approval for your Major department.
Come to the Sociology Department Office (DMH 241) to register.

For more information, please call (408) 924-5320

ON THE AIR. UNAWARE.

STOP BY SPARTAN BOOKSTORE TODAY, MAY 6TH BETWEEN
12:00 PM TO 12:30 PM TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE PASS.
(PASSES ARE LIMITED AND ARE ON A FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS)

LIMIT 1 PASS PER PERSON (EACH PASS ADMITS TWO) WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
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Mothers making
a difference

Above: Grace Forsyth (left) and Beverley White enjoy a private conversation after putting the final
touches on their term papers at the Clark Library at San Jose State University. On their way to earning

degrees, the two federally-assisted mothers escape from the everyday chaos of normal life by attending
classes. White and Forsyth met two years ago. Above left: White uses food stamps to purchase groceries.

College buddies conquer odds
uniors Beverley White and
Grace Forsyth are college buddies. They help each other with
the stresses of college, study together
and heirrvach other make it to class.
White, 38, and Forsyth, 30, share
more that a friendship, however. Both
San Jose State University students
are single mothers who have entered
from
assistance
college
with
Temporary Assistance to Needy
Families through the Social Services
Agency in Santa Clara County.
"Thank God Beverley is here," said
Forsyth, who divides her time
between classes and her 4 -year-old
daughter, Hannah. "I don’t think I
could make it if she wasn’t."
The two met in a parenting class
while attending Foothill College in
1996, where they also became
involved in the school’s Parent’s Club.
White, who has a 10 -year-old

daughter, Brittany, and a six-year-i1d
son, Gregory, transferred with
Forsyth to SISU in the fall of 1997
after both graduating with associate
degrees in individual studies from
Foothill.
"We even sat together at graduation," White said.
White said she made up her mind
to return to college after leaving her
abusive husband, whom she lived
with in Los Angeles at the time, to
protect her children.
"When I came home from work he
would throw things at me," White
said. "I decided I didn’t want my kids
to see that or think it was OK. I had a
nice childhood, lend I want that fin- my
kids."
After she left Los Angeles and her
jot), White moved back to San Jose
where she grew up and began taking
classes at DeAnza College.

-Num. 1 plan run ru.u.t mg my n
in piddle.. health,- Vlute said.
Forsyth, an ex-bartender began
classes at Foothill in the fall of 1994
after the birth of her daughter
"I didn’t think bartending .was the
right atmosphere to raise a cloH
said Forsyth, who is minoring in hosmanagement. "Without
pitality
Hannah I wouldn’t do this "
The father, according to Forsyth,
does not acknowledge. Hannah and is
not a part of their life.
White and Forsyth agree that neither of them would be ;dile to attend
college without welfare, but maintain
they are following the program’s
intended design.
"There are mothers who are getting thy same amount of aid as I ant,
and are sitting home eating lion
Bons," White said. "What are they
teaching t heir children’’’.

Text by Leah Bower Photos by Grayson West

Above: After completing a full day of classes, Forsyth playfully tickles her four-yearold daughter Hannah’s feet while applying her sock as she picks her up from day care.

Above: White and Forsyth exit a store after shopping for
dinner along with their children. They often prepare family

Left: After waiting nearly
three hours at a health clinic
the night before a term paper is
due, White’s daughter Brittany
receives asthma treatment.

----meals together to save time in their day. After the house quiets down the friends will burn the midnight oil studying.
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Folk music reflects social unrest toward war

"Someone was always protesting something,"
Ford said.
The first skyscraper, a 12-story dorm later to be
Folk Sampler on the first FM broadcast of KSJS, called Joe West Hall, was already under constructhe campus radio station.
tion when a second was proposed, an 18-story
"San Jose State was pretty much a party school library later to become the somewhat dwarfed fiveduring that time," said ’60s student Eric Hi!ding, story Clark Library in 1967.
whose bands, the Invaders and the Jaguars, often
Big buildings were not the only thing under conplayed fraternity parties at the time. "There were struction. Sociology professor Harry Edwards was
three main party houses on campus, called the helping to build the "black awareness" movement
armpit,’ the crotch’ and ’the hairy clam.’"
at SJS. Among the issues that he addressed were
New buildings were popping up. MacQuarrie housing discrimination and racism on campus.
Hall, Duncan Hall, the Seventh and 10th street
"Late 1966 and early 1967 was the beginning of
parking garages, the Student Union and the my political awareness," said St. Saffold, Associate
Business Tower were new additions to SJS.
Vice President of Student Affairs. He played footThe Beach Boys, Trini Lopez, Louis Armstrong ball and basketball for SJS on his way to a short
all made appearances in San Jose
NFL career. "Prior to ’66 there
that year. The Beatles even made
were very few non-white stua "closed-circuit big-screen"
dents on campus and most of
appearance. Wayne Newton also
them were athletes."
showed up, along with Della
Although groups like Jefferson
Reese, in East San Jose.
Airplane, the Youngbloods and
"The majority of people at SJS
the Doors were all playing in the
were into Creedence Clearwater
area, bands that Saffold listened
Revival, Jefferson Airplane and
to rarely made the trip out west.
other top 40 stuff," Hilding said.
"I was into anything with a
Students suddenly took a more
Motown label on it," said Saffold,
acute interest in the far-off counwho added he listened to groups
try of Vietnam when they learned
like The Temptations and the
that Uncle Sam may "want them"
Is’.ey Brothers. "I don’t recall
to fight. Students could be eligible
ever going to a single show while
for the draft if they didn’t carry
at SJS." Saffold said he felt the
15 units and have good grades.
civil rights struggle was pushed
"People who wouldn’t normally
to the background by the protests.
go to college went and were seriOne such protest at SJS, perous about it," said Pat Ford, who
haps the most infamous in San
went to SJS from 1968 to 1969.
Jose, spilled over into a two-day
The war inched ever closer to
affair. The first day drew more
students when they learned that
than 4,000 protestors and 100
File photo
graduate Robert Armand was one
police who came complete with
of the first Americans to die dur- 1968 Olympic gold medalist tear gas and billy clubs. The
ing B-52 raids. The protestors’ Lee Evans while at SJS.
group was protesting Dow
plight was put to music by acts
Chemical, which made napalm.
such as Bob Dylan, who played San Jose Civic The second day drew 2,000 protestors.
Auditorium in December of 1965 for $2.50 to $4.50.
If it wasn’t protests that made headlines headAlthough it would only cost students seven dol- lines, it was the SJS track team that did.
lars more $11.43 to fly from San Jose to Los
Graduates Tommie Smith and Lee Evans, along
Angeles, many were probably more interested in with then-current Spartan John Carlos, were three
air fare to Vancouver, British Colombia, when the of the top sprinters for the United States at the
draft reached 45,244 inductees.
1968 Mexico City Olympics. All would medal, but
Student Roger Lette announced he would be Smith and Carlos would be best remembered for
burning his draft card at SJS and the event drew lowering their heads and raising their fists as a
several hundred onlookers, though Lette ultimate- sign of "black power" during the playing of the
national anthem. They were both expelled from the
ly opted against committing a federal offense.
A Joan Baez concert slated to be held in the Games for their perceived defiance.
men’s gym was cancelled, but upset students could
Meanwhile, back at home, blues guitarist Buddy
take solace in the fact that Baez would make sev- Guy packed students in and folk singer Judy
eral trips to San Jose in the next few years.
Collins played to a capacity crowd in the Men’s
Protests had grown more frequent by the spring Gymnasium. A month later SJS students gathered
of 1966. One anti-Vietnam protest, in March, drew for a "Be-in" at Spartan Stadium. The event fea300 and a teach-in drew 250. Meanwhile, students tured Country Joe and the Fish, and, according to
had to worry about filing for a draft deferment.
the Spartan Daily, a lot of free "love." Jefferson
Airplane landed at San Jose Civic
Auditorium four days later and
Big Brother and the Holding
Company grabbed a hold of the
Spring Dance free of charge for
anyone with a student card.
"The music really reflected the
culture," said Dan Teie, who
attended SJS for a semester in
1969 before being drafted. "All the
themes and stories that they
were telling were coming from
events of the time."
Around this time, there were
several soon-to-be-famous musicians attending SJS Stevie
Nicks of Fleetwood Mac, several
members of the Doobie Brothers
and possibly John Fogerty,
though records are unclear. Nicks
played the newly opened Student
Union, which The Grateful Dead
also visited in 1969 prior to a 30year span of Bay Area stops.
"Groups like Moby Grape and
File photos
Neil Young were all from around
A beardless Jerry Garcia, father of the Grateful Dead family, in the here," Teie said. "San Jose was a
Bay Area circa 1969. The Dead played at the Student Union at SJS.
great place for music"

Continued from page 1
In February of 1963, students were greeted to a
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File photi;
Above: Joan Baez in 1973.
Left: A couple embraces:10
the crowd at a Baez concert ip
San Jose in 1969.

The music really
reflected the cul-’.
ture. All the
themes and stories that they
were telling were
coming from
events of the
time.
Dan Teie
1969 SJSU student

Sidewalk Sale
stoes0 TO 80% OFF;
11/4*

w MISS OUT!
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RAIN OR SHINE’

TUESDAY, MAY 5 - THURSDAY, MAY 7, 1998

Or Compete
Against One.

9:30 AM - 3:30 PM
7TH STREET PLAZA

Thc Choice is Yours.
L.I.
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JAZZ

IT UP PRODUCTIONS

Premier Resume Consultants
First impressions are very important in your
career search, and it begins with your resume.
Your future is too important not to have the right
resume with a professional look and feel.

kelp-you, write, a, profestiostal resume,
Let u-s. Ite-leyowlizz upyour restiou,
Let us

RESUME MAKEOVER SERVICE

ONLY $25 FLAT FEE
ONLY $35 FLAT FEE

NEW RESUME CREATION SERVICE

CUSTOMIZED SERVICES ALSO AVAILABLE

98

Call or Write us for more information’

Jazz It Up Productions
PO Box 361911
Milpitas, CA 95036
E:mail jazz@jazzituppro.com

Website

Phone (408) 719-1070

The LARGEST Recruiter
of College Grads!

A
A

Fax (408) 719-1071

CONGRATULATIONS
1998
SPARTAN GRADUATES!

More and more college grads nationwide Join us because of our
fast-track training program into management Enterprise
Rent-A-Car has grown 25-30% annually for the last 12 years
and can truly offer you a one-d-a-kind opportunity. You will be
given all the tools you need to accomplish your dreams and
succeed in the working world BA/BS degree strongly
preferred Customer service, sales or retail sales
management experience a plus.

Have your family and friends expereince ()Id world charm
with new world conveniences when they attend your
commencement ceremonies.

We demand a lot, but the rewards are endless This
entry-levM position offers an excellent starting salary,
a comprehensive benefits package and 100% promotions
from within

A

www.jazzituppro.com

’79"

Send your resume to:
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Attn: HR Dept.,
3635 Pearl Ave.
San Jose, CA 95136
Call: (408) 467-1300
Fax: (408) 445-7531

Telephone the Hyatt Sainte Claire at
(408) 885-1234 and ask for the
San Jose State Graduation Special.

F1,,Y-ART
SAINTE CLAIRE
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

DISCOVER

THE PEOPLE WITII

0

IIN.,vrr viticll

302 South Market Street
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 885-1234
Available Graduation Week ()I’ May 22-31, 1998 only -- Not available with
any other discounts or packages. Based upon availability.

,

DON’T WORRY, THE GRAD CENTER IS STILL OPEN!
Open during regular Bookstore hours till May 23rd
Bachelors

What’s Available:

Calendar Of Events

April 1

No Fooling! The Grad
Center opened at Spartan
Bookstore.

Max 1

Last day to order your
personalized stationery
items in time for
Commencement.

Return Labels
Personalized
Note Cards
Generic
Etiquette Seals
Souvenir Announcement Covers
Diploma Frames

Announcements
Per
Generic
Thank You Notes
Personalized
Generic
Certificates of Appreciation
Personalized
Generic

Sortiei gladuation packages will also be
available lot putchase

Winners were drawn for the
Grad Giveaway’ (See
below for results)

Caps Sold only in black One size fits all.
Gowns - Chosen according to your height. Only available in
black and in two inch increments Lengths start at 410" arid
go up to 70".
Tassels - Your tassel color is already determined and
sort esponds to the college of your conferred degree
See chart located at the bottom right ’tassels are worn on the
left side of the cap and are switched to the tight side after the
conferral of your degree, dming the commencement
eervimmy

Masters
Tassels

May 13

Caps - Sold only rn black One size its all.
Gowns - Chosen according to your height Only available m
black and in two inch increments. Lengths start at 410r and
go up to 7’0".
Hoods - Your hood color is already determined and corresponds to the college of your conferred degree. See chart
below. The hood lining will represent the colors of SJSIIintl
the velvet trim color will represent the college of your Lind,
run l ot degree.
Tassels - All master’s tassels are black.

Commencement Ceremony
begins at 9 30 a m. at
Spartan Stadium.

Special Note:
thioughout the entne semester try
lass rings are
usingthe Anil ’ars-,,,1 phone ordering system, (1-B(X),952-7002
repieseniative, Carol Kactmarek will he in
An AU(
110.1,store the week sit May Itith Please stop by
anytime to pick Alp a brochure and the ordering information
Ask Carol about special sale iices

Cap
BROUGHT TO YOU BY SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Honors Medallions
tIndergraduates who are graduating with "Great Distinction" it
with "Distinction," may pick up a special honors medallion at
the Graduation Center in Spartan Bookstore. ’Die medallion is
complimentary and may be wont during the ceremonies A list
of students graduating with humors will he released by
Admissions and Records near the end of the semester

Also Note:
Commencemeni flowers will he present at the Stadium the day
of the ceremony ’I hey will have orchids and roses available
for purchase

SpartanBookstore
A

Tassels
Masters
Humanities arid the Arts
Education
Engineering
Applied Sciences and Arts
Business
Science
Social Work
Social Sciences

Division

San
Black
White
light Blue
Orange
Olive
Royal
Gold
Citron
ivory

AN/A

JoksTENs

Hotel De Anza

Jostens Academic
Regalia

NOPLl

or

lose

of

Spartan

State

ifs, *maim
,25,4
The Original Bella
Mia Restaurant

Shops

University

SJSU Alumni
Association

Hoods

ARICAgya

stunasuwAwurwe
A IIVNII0t. OP 11114001,

ArtCarved College Jewelry

Southwest
Airlines

Mt A
MA
MBA
MS
MPA, MSVV, MOP
MPII
MS

Brown
White
Royal
Yellow
Citron
Salmon
Gold

Grad Giveaway Winners!
Our thud
Congratulations to all our winners’ Ryyan Lucero won the grand prize, a trip for two anywhere Southwest flies, Ann Jacobson won our, second prize, a lifetime membership to the AIIIII1111 Association, a S5(XI
Rubio, winning a free Artcarved ring, also a $500 value. Kimherlie Joyner won two nights accommodations at the !Intel lk Asia, Monica Straiten won the Grad Deluxe package from Jostens, and Tamaia
prize winner was
Ilopkins, Freweini Berhame, and Anthony C’hin, all won $25 gift certificates for hells Mia Restaurant,

V
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CLASSIFIED

4. 194)8

The SPARTAN DALY
WORK WITH HIGH FUNCTIONING
mass no calm for radian or YOUNG CHILD WITH AUTISM. We
services advertised below nor la are Poking for tutors to work in our
there any grannies impliet the home in conjunction with Behaitoral
direlfled Wilms of the Spartan Intervention Associates. This is a
Deily coedit of peld adartain( home based progressive treatment
and Orange are not approved or program in Los Gatos. Experience/
verified by the newspaper.
background in psychology, special
education, OT. or speech therapy
preferred. Immediate openings.
Wages based on experience.
EMPLOYMENT
Please call Shari (P408/3565151.
PALO ALTO FAMILY YMCA
Summer Camp Director & Leaders ENERGENCY HOUSING Coma=
needed. Day, Sports, Resident & is currently hinng Case Managers
Travel Camps. Cal 650856.9622. (FT. BA in related field or 2+ yrs
exper, bilingual preferred) and
CCEE JOB FAIR- Thur May 7th, Shelter Workers (PT varied
11arn-3prn. Student Union Ballroom. shifts). Send resume attn: HR
Bring copies of your resume.
Dept. or apply in person at 2011
Little Orchard Street, San Jose
MONGO’Sn" RESTAURANT, the 95125. Fax (408) 294-1400.
new exciting Cal-Asian Mongolan
BBQ theme restaurant to shake GET PAID & GET A WORKOUT!
up San Jose is now opening in Roofing Co hiring for F/T summer
June. Fantastic downtown location work. Blocks from SJSU. No
bringing attitude in a fun & positive experience necessary. Need hard
way seeks the same in ALL workers. Call for info: 971-7500.
STAFFING POSITIONS. Bring your
smile and join Team Mongo’srm. TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
We are an innovative & interactive available. Easy hours. Good
fusion menu where the customer money. Ask for Mike, 261-1323.
creates their perfect meal. Apply
in person at 83 South Second DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
Street, weekly. Tue/Wed/Thu one on one in company car. Good
between 10am 2pm.
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad,
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
MARKETING SALES
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Fun, fast -paced entry level posi- Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
tions available with the industry 999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
leader in collegiate marketing and www.deluxedriving.com
promotional events. Looking for
goal oriented individuals who are ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
motivated, as well as manageable PLUS seeking FIT & P/T Teachers
and have a desire to travel. and Aides. Substitute positions
Expense pad tra.el. Great marketing are also available that offer flexisales experience and excellent ble hours. ECE units preferred but
earning potential. Recent college not required. Please contact
grads preferred with an opportunity Cathy at 2441968 x16.
for advancement. Email today to:
ruggerio@studentadvantage.com WORK FOR RE SPARTAN DAILY!
Fax Resume to: 510-6651089.
Attn: Teresa Ruggeno/Kirk Watati. Perfect Job for. Morning Person!
Begin Fall Semester 1998.
SOCIAL SERVICES/ 11 TRAINER
START 0 $7.00/HOUR
work w/DD adults at home & Work 7am to 9am on school days
community. 1 year related exp delivering The Spartan Daily to
preferred. 58.50-$10/hr doe. stands on campus and recycling
7357890. Fax resume 735-7891.
any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: .Dependable *Energetic
CHILD DEV STUDENTS: Working Able to lift bundles of newspapers
parents seek F/T Nanny for 1 & 3 HaveCDL & clean DMV printout
yr boys Live-in/out. English fluency APPLY AT: The Spartan Daily,
preferred. Valid CDL, N/S. Call Dwight Bente! Hall, Pm 203 or 209
Now through May 15, 1998.
408-567-3538.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - HOTEL
Line Cooks/Breakfast Cook,
Dining Room Wait & Bus Persons,
Front Desk CLerks. Part-time &
Full-time available. Los Gatos. Call
408354-3300.
SPORTS Promoters men+women
P/t many post avail 800-2499058
email: flashpromorahotmalcom

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hinng Bonus!
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
Immediate Openings Start Today!
VALET PARKING / CONCERT
STAFF P/T and F/T positions
available. Flexible hours, Thurs Sundays in Los Gatos & Saratoga
areas, Must be Neat, Professional,
& dependable. Customer service
experience preferred. Eam up to
S12.00/Hr. (hourly + tips) Call
1-800825-3871, M-F.

$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars Free information.
Call 410-783 8272

ASSEMBLE & TEST hyaraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
office work. shipping & receiving.
P/T- Elementary Schools.
Digree or Ciedential NOT Requirei. Team player mentality a must.
Opportunity for Teaching Experience. Campbell, CA. Fax resume to:
408/370-5743.
Need Car.
(4(3) 287-4170 eft. 408
Vcice
EOE/AAE
STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS
for Autistic girl. $12+/hour, more
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 8.8 school for experience. Paid training. Partseeks responsible individuals for time afternoons & weekends.
extended daycare. P/T in the Please call 408/946-8211.
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
children preferred. Please contact Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed cite immediate
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
SPEAK FRENCH Work in Provence Call today 1-650-968-9933.
Help a family and their 12 year old International Bartenders School.
for 3-4 weeks in July. cooking,
cleaning, errands. Must be at SUMMER JOBS NOW AVAILABLE
least 21, have drivers license, Earn $8-$1.5 per hour. Local valet
swim & speak French confidently. co. Full/Part-time avail. Work
around summer school schedule.
Call 1415.771-2537.
Golf cart drivers wanted. Call now
MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT 408/370.7755.
now accepting applications for
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
617 N. 6th St. 998.9711.
with elementary age children? The
NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50 - YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
$10.00/hour. Marketer up to now hiring for school -age child
$15/hr. Call now! 408.939-3369. care centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Santa Clara, Los Gatos &
Full & part-time positions available,
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
hours
flexible around school. Fun
$600/month!
up to
staff teams, great experience
Become a Sperm Donor.
in
working
with elementary age
old,
years
Healthy males. 19-40
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty children, career advancement and
opportunities.
training
Contact California Cryobank good
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30. Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, Recreation. Psychology,
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS Sociology and/cr Physical Education.
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Please call Beth Profio at 408Ask us how! 517.324.3090 ext. 291-8894 for more information
and locations.
C60412

WANTED: BAR STAFF OM ILI
P/T. Flexible Fri & Sat, 511pm.
Fun atmosphere! Looking for
people with positive attitudes!
Call 408-295-7469.

SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Small World Schools has PartGreat for Students.
Time and Full -Time, a.m, and
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
p.m.. permanent and summer
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
positions available. Units in CD.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
ECE, Psych, Soc. or flee required.
If you are interested in working Cal 4082865880 orappYin pesos
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
with a high quality child care
555 D Meridian Ave. SJ.
company call 408-379-3200 x21
CMUNK PAGING & CELLULAR
Seek full/part-time Sales Person,
Data Entry, Customer Service.
and Electronic Technicians.
Cal 408453-7243 or
Fax resume to 408441-9988.

RECEPTIONIST
P/T. 8:301:00
Prof. Dress req.
Rm. for Adv.
Call or Fax
Mandy Becker
(408) 2793700
Fax 140812793797
Northwestern Mutual Life

PSYCH, SP ED, UNDERGRAD,
GRAD, OT, SLPS: Learn/do
dicrete trial teaching w/3yr old
autistic girl. Exp a + but not regO.
8 10 hrs wk, flexible, Pay commensurate w/ exp. 15 min from ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY.
First Chnstian Church, Administra
campus, 9263944
live; computer Skills. Full time,
YMCA OF Santa Clara Valley now salary commensurate with experihiring for summer camp staff & bus ence. 1408) 294 2944,
drivers. We offer Day Camps. Travel
Camps. Speciality Camps, Sports CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
Camps & much moe!!! Call the remodeled Chevron Station.
YMCA new you for mote information. 2 locations, F/T, P/T, flexible
Central (San Jose) 408-298-1717. hours. Also part-time maintenance
Noremest (Gumtree 403-257-7160, person. Call 295-3964. Ask for
Soule-Lest (Saratoga) 408-3701877, Ofelia.
South Valley (So. S11408-2269622.
MARKETING/SALES INTERNSHIP
The industry leader in collegiate
GAME TESTING - $7/HR.
6-8 hours/day. 3-4 days/week. marketing and promotional events
Redwood City, call 650-6545668. has several internships available.
Looking for goal onented individuals
PMD_recruit@konameco.jp
who are motivatied, as well as
WAITRESS WANTED knowledge manageable. Position entails.
of Japanese food preferred. Good assisting your local field office
tips. Apply@ Okayama Restaurant, with the development of various
marketing initiatives and actively
565 N. 6th St. 289.9508.
recruit/develop relationships with
FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT local sponsors, as well as Stuand Night Club. all positions: dents in your local area. Work
Bus, Waestaff & Host Bob. Dee 5.20/hrs per wk with opportunity
or Manager. Bob’s Surf & turf. for advancement. Email today to:
286-0470.
ruggenoefistudentadvantage.com
Fax Resume to: 510 665 1089.
Attn: Teresa Ruggeno/Kek Watan.
ADMINISTRATIVE
WS. Inc. a leading small package
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
pickup and delivery company, has
a PT administrative opening. PM Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales.
Customer Support
hours
flexible,
Mon.
Fri.
shift,
Negotiable pay + BENEFITS. Technician, Testing Optr.
Exceptional analytic and problem Warehouse Clerk
solving Skills Ten Key skills. Cad 408/9424866
Career track position! Mail or fax or fax to 408/9424260
Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
resume to:
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
RPS. Inc.
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
897 Wngley Way
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
Milpitas, CA
FAX" 408/263.8867
TEACHERS E0E/AA
Fun, Exciting, Developmental?
We need you on our team.
THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB!
PT or Sub. Benefits, 247-4510.
Jan us at the SAN JOSE SY1VPHONY
in our Annual 98/99 Subscription
Sales Campaign. Good people,
good pay. Average callers earn
$8 $14/hr. Part time eves. 20
hrs/wk. Cash bonuses. tickets &
more! Call Sean at 279-5949.

ACCOUNTING STUDENTS:
APPLY WHAT YOU ARE LEARNING!!
Cupertino software Co. is hiring
a Jr. or Sr. for a paid internship.
Work on accounts receivable.
accounts payable, payroll, month
end closing. etc, 2010 30 hours
a week starting in May. Must be
willing to work for at least one
year. Call 408-343-4210.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
Will train
Abcom Pnvate Security
408-2474827

GROCERY
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is
accepting applications for parttime employment in the San Jose
& Ailplas area. We have immelate
openings for meat clerics, courtesy
clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli
clerks. Experience in a retail
environment is a plus. We are
seeking fnendly, customer service
oriented Individuals. Please see
store director at 3251 So. White
Road, San Jose or at 215 W.
Calaveras, Milpitas. Save Mart
Supermarkets is an equal oppor
(unity employer. We do pre-employment drug testing
VALET PARKING Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT Earn $8.00 to
$15 per hour. 867,7275.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing industry. Excellent student
earnings & benefits potential (up
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS to $2,850+/mo + Room/Board)
Elem, school age rec program. Ask us how! 517 324 3117 ext.
P/T from 2-6pm. M F during the A60412.
school year. Some P/T morning
WORK FROM HOME
positions available from approx.
Growing International Company
7am-llam. F/Tdunng summer day
camp prog. XInt salary. no ECE Looking for motivated individuals
$800-$5.000/per mo. PT/FT
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
Request FREE Detail
Dept. Can Xanet at 354-8700 x223.
Log onto: wewebn.com
(Not available school year? Call for
Access Code 5315
summer employy lifeguards, camp
leaders. perf. & cultural arts camp)
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
TEACHERS high quality. licensed sell discount subcriptions to Bay
dropin childcare centers for 2 12 Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs. 9am 90m. Downtown
year olds.
near Wheal 4 blocks from SJSU.
Flex PT/FT positions
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Days, Eve. Weekends
Promotions 494-0200
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
SHIPPING/RECEIVING - FT
Benefits available
Summer job then flex hours during
Call Corp Office 2607929.
school Contact Lisa 275.1784
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Education Award through Amen
corps at the San Jose Conserva
Women ages 21 29. healthy.
responsible, all nationalities.
tion Corps. Seeking self-motivated
individuals to work with -at risk"
Give the gift of lifel
youth for yearlong positions. High $3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
School diploma required & ability Bonus for Chrese & Japarese dcriors.
to get class B license. $6.25
PLEASE CALL WWFC
hourly plus benefits. RA/Part-time
800-314-9996
Call Joe 408/2837164 EOE.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

SHIPPING/RECEIVING - FT
Summer job then flex hours during
school Contact Lisa 2751784
LVEU. ESTABLISHED mormEssofe
SCHOOL in Santa Clara needs
Teacher’s Assistant, 10:30 6:30
and 230 630. Toddlers Preschool. 6 ECE units required.
Call 406415-1258
NOW HIRING DEUVERY DRIVERS
Earn up to $16.00/hour. Fun.
Easy Work. Apply at Pizza A Go Go.
117 E. San Carlos St.
FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR,
HOSTING. FT & PT positions avail
in a busy family style restaurant.
All shifts avail, flex hrs MI $8.50
hour to start 733 9446.Ask for
Julia or Wendy
STUDENT NEEDED FOR OFFICE
on campus, AT 550 Light typing.
computer experience preferred
Male/Female. P/T or F/T Flex
hours. Ask for Teresa @ 924-7560
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
P/T, Mf 12:30 5:30PM. Woe( in
a fast paced, property develop,
meet office Job would include
office work, errands and some
phone answering. could lead to a
career for one of the Bay Area’s
premier development companies
Please cat Tina or Jean-Paul for an
ntervime 4082870246. FOE,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

UMn
MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spintual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enightervivant Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
@The Book Cafe Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
(408)9788034
Gnorac:All faiths & inlardenorrinaboral
Others saf. its always new and veal"
"ft supports me in my life..."
"I get in contact with the real me."
"Iexpenence wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
The price you pay for a movie.
EXPLOROXI YOUR FAITH IN 000?
Have questions?
*Curious?
*Need a study break?
*Make friends, have fun!
*DINNER & DISCUSSION*
Every Wednesday. 5:30.7:00pm
Student Union, Pacheco Room
(Except 3/11, 4/8 Montalvo Rm)
Everyone Welcome!
Episcopal Canterbury Community
408-293-2401. ABLangegaol.com
http:Pmentersactoorn/EpiCanr6.1

INSTRUCTION

Professors going on vacation?
HOUSE AND PET SITTER.
Call Lisa 218.7884. References.
BIBLE SEARCH RESOURCES
Bible Search on PC
Bibles and Reference Books
RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO ALL!
Chnstian Science Reading Room
Pre-recorded info: 408867-8255.
GRADS DON’T FORGET
There is still time to leave a
landmark gift to SJSU by giving
519.9810 the Senior Class Gift
today! Call 9241137 for details.
SJSU PARENTS
Convert your student’s housing
expense into a nice tax deduction
and cashflow investment. OWN a
multi-student residence close to
campus. Easy financing available.
Call for details. Mike Gordon
510-426-8200.

MAUL
EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
11249 (each way plus taxes)
Mexico/Canbb. 5209-5249 R/T
HAWAII , $119 o/w
CALL 800-834-9192
http://www.airhitch.org

DO YOU LIKE KIDS AND ART?
Are you a parent, teacher, uncle
or aunt or planning to be? Then
register for ART 138 or 139.
Summer or Fall. Learn about kids.
GREEK MESSAGES
art, invention. creativity. More info:
See class schedule. catalog or JEWISH FRATERNITY Something
visit Art Pm 203, Mon.,Thur. 830-3. new, cool and exciting! Alpha
Epsilon Pi offers: Events. Xcellent
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now ernes, Belherhood ill Good Peocle.
accepting students who wish to Brad 295-3621. Call Now to Join!
excel in playing guitar or bass. All We’re a BRIS above the rest.
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
SPORTS/THRILLS
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Dr. Vilaor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists SJSU student owned & operated.
Professors of Piano
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.
National Teachers Guild Assn.
National Suzuki Assn,
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting $20/hr.
AUTO SERVICES
Call 408-241-6662
in Santa Clara for your
WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW
"Where quality is a must"
Specializing in minor and
WORD PROCESSING mid-size damage Free detailing
Free pick up *Free delivery
Free estimates .Insurance Work
TOO BUSY TO TYPE??
All makes & models
Quick and reliable service for
We accept: Visa, Master Card.
papers, thesis, notes. resumes. etc.
Discover & Amencan Express
RUSH projects, deadlines...
Phn: 408/287.8337
No Problem! MS Word/laser.
Call Tracey @ 408-554-6352 or 440 N. First St. k120 San Jose.
408,388-7333 pgr.
AUTO / ALL PAINT FINISH
Polish w/teflon & restoration
*AFFORDABLE &EXPERIENCED*
Pdcts. FREE BROCHURE / Call
Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
408 278-5442 or visit
Papers, Nursing. Group Projects.
www.redist.com
Resumes. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Exp.
INSURANC,E
V& 5111-F Laser. PAM’S
PRCFESSICNAL WORD PROCF_SSING.
247 2681. 8am-8pm.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Special Student Programs
WORD PROCESSING.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
ThesesTerm PapersResumes
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Grow Projects
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
All formats. including APA 4th Ed.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Laser Printer. Experienced,
’Good Student’ Family Multi-car"
Dependable, Quick Return.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Almaden/Branham area.
FREE QUOTE
(408)264-4504.
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
group projects.etc. I have a
Low Down Monthly Payments
typewriter to :iomplete your
No Dnver Refused
applications formed/law whoa, etc.
*Cancelled or Rejected
Will transcnbe your taped
Dui Suspended License
interviews or research notes.
Accidents Tickets
Fax Machine. Notary Public
Immediate SR Filings
Call ANNA at 9724992
Good Driver Discount
Non Owner Operator
*awn 8pm, Monday - Sabriley
Free Phone Quotes
OFIKUMMES
,111UsNov,
CONQUER
(408) 241-5400
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
YOUR FUTURE
We are now offering a once in time
moment to get in on the ground
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
floor of an exciting new company
Auto Insurance
positioned to become a new dr,
LOW RATES
sing force in world business No
SR 22s on the Same Day
big investment money needed to
Hiring Now Bifingual
get started, no inventory required
and no experience necessary If
,English,,Spanish)
you are stagnated, frustrated.
underpaid or searching for a new
PFIN 408.247 3734
career, call Marketing Director at
rix 408 247 5417
408970.3778 or page 3224527
to schedule an interview. World
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Marketing Alliance Insurance
Oela$5700Mteaf
Services Inc.
Save 30% 605
on your dental needs
For info call 1 800 6553225

FOR NATIONAL /

AGENCY RATES CAI.I.

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 8 spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines

One
Day

Two
Days

Three
Days

$5

$7

$9

$6
$7

$e
$9
$10

$10
$11
$12

$11
$1 for each additional line.

Four
Days
SI
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line 125 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines $70 10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines $110

Five &tiros.
Days
$13 City A Sumo
$14
Phone
$15
$16

Please check 1
one classification:
7e ca.

Send check or money order b:
Spartan Daily Ctassrfieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No
refunds on cancelled ads
Rater,: for consecutive publeabons dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and FoundVolunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment

Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Heatthaeauty’
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

HOUSING SUBLET

MALEMM

DOES YOUR FRAT
APT FOR SUMMER 5/224/22
NEED MORE ROOM??
Large, Nice, Clean. Furnished. 1
bdrm. $680/mo. Carmel Apts. Restored Victorian residence just
half a block from campus now
7th & William. 408/292-3605.
available for sale. Currently used
as student housing. Ideal for
fraternity annex. Large parlor,
MOMOMM
remodeled kitchen, inside laundry,
PIANO STUDENTS OR FACULTY, ample parking. Call for details and
idyllic summer lodging. $275/ a private showing. Mike Gordon,
month + 1/3 utilities. If you’ve Broker 510-426-8200.
been hoping for a room in a private home, with an excellent
SERVICES
piano on which you can practice,
you just found it! Call Margie.
SERVICE
QUICKRESUME
229.1324.
You need an exceptional rearm
from other
apart
yourself
to set
students because exceptional
UMWMAIM
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
ATTN: STAFF & STUDENTS: Nice, Differentiation is the key. We. at
renovated large 2 bdrm/2 bath QU1CKRESUME tailor make your
apt. NEW: Carpets, Linoleum, professional resume according to
Blinds. Refrigerator, Disposal & your background, education, work
Dishwasher. Underground parking. experience. & your field of expertise.
Washer/Dryer avail. Water & A good resume will put your career
garbage paid. $1350/mo + dep. on the right track, Rate = $19.95,
4 bdrm/2 bath unit also avail. you get a resume as a Microsoft
WORD document on a disk & five
550 S. 11th St. Call 265-2696.
printed copies of your resume on
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS. quality paper. Fax service available.
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean, Please call (408) 365-3544,
Secunty type bldg. Laundry, cable, Evenings: 4pm-lOpm.
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
PARKING 4 RENT
school. Responsive management.
78 N. 5th St.
We take advance deposits to hold
$40/mo.
an apartment. $995$1045/mo.
Call for details: 2947254 x 317
Call 288-9157.
2 BORK PPARTMENT - $950/MO.
Secunty type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem &Aiding
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
1408) 295-6893.

TUTORING

www.4CRS.com
WIN A FREE COMPUTER!
Free service to college students
WRITING HELP: (510)601-9554.
Highest quality wnting,editing,
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements, reports. etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
(510)601-9554 or
email bolickelbest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
www.4CR5.com
GET A JOB!
Free service to college students

MUSH TUTOR
Speaking. Wnting & Editing
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Crectentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica 14081 978-8034

COMPUTERS ETC.

HEALM&BEMW
ELECTROLYSIS CLANK.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair Back Chest Lip
Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First amt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/30/98. Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
(408) 37 9-3 500

COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy. sell & trade computers.
486, Pentium. Mac. & Notebooks.
Refuilad equipment is warrantied.
5263 Prospect Rd. SI betw Hwy
85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy.
408-873-8070
STUDENT SPECIALS!!
CalVacl (used) 486SL25. 1.2 Rana
540 HD. Mouse, modem,
free email. Mono. Win 95,
MS Office 95 Std., $275.
Acer (New) 200MHZ MMX.
16MG/ 1Gig HD. KB, Mouse.
CD-Rom, Sound Card. Win 95,
MS Office 95 Std.. 5614 Modem
14’ Monitor w/speakers $599.
Intrax Group, Inc
1725 Little Orchard Suite C
San Jose, 408/2718600.

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Sixth sense
abbr
4Fume
9 Passed out the
cards
14 Society -column
word
15 Actor Costner
16 One -celled
plants
17 Peace Nobelist
of 1989
19 Subarctic forest
20 Correct (a
manuscript)
21 Signified
23 Changed colors
24 Marathoner
27 Humid
30 Horsemen
32 Paving material
33 Clouded
37 Hazard a guess
39 Well -liked
40 Hot pepper
42 Use a baton
43 Sled
44 Ending for
auction"
45 Withdraws
formally
48 Plumbing
problem
50 Avarice
SI Roman poet
55 Ballroom dance
57 Sports complex
58 ’Erik, producer
60 Scuba divers
spot
64 Greek
philosopher
65 Join forces
66 Paid athlete
67 Actress Hayes
68 Herorc tales
69 Sault
Marie

DOWN
I 1- nished

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

OMMU MOM OMM
MUM MONO MOMM
NOM
OMONNMOOM
YUAN 000NO MUNN
NMWM
MMOMOM
ONOMOO MOMUM
@MOON MOION MONO
OMMU MOMMM MOOG!
OMMU MEM MIMEO
BOOM UONONO
OOMMMO
MOOD
OMMNN MNIZINM MUM
OUMONUOMN @MOO
MUD MOWN EIMUOM
NOU MINN UORIN
1 Sordid
3 Marbnique

volcano

4
5
6
7
8
4
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
25
26
,I8
29
30
31
33
34
35
36

Type Of row ’
Actor Gibson
Roe
Kipling novel
Glossy paint
information
Large antelope
Stirring up
Trail behind
Iced
In adittion to
Blunder
avis
Declare
positively
Nongentleman
Food trom
heaven
Primp
Prcks over
Toys on strings
Made a choice
Arbor
Type o song
Mongrel

38 Wooden pin
40 Secret
language
41 Not up vet
43 Jeans partner
46
on incite
47 Spring flower
49 Preschool
staple
51 Bobby of the
NHL
52 Certain
assistants
53 Motionless
54 "Platoon"
actor
56 Gas used in
Signs
57 Pub offerings
58 Speedometer
into
59E10,101
Cheer
61
Clear
Day
62 Tractor trailer
prernium
scarce

.111111.
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Spartan Daily reins to change hands
By

berry
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More of a good thing can be
expected from the Spartan Daily
this fall, according to Scott
Shiley, the. Spartan Daily’s newly
elected executive editor.
In a selection process that
included a committee of four
tenured professors and three
journalism students, the School
of Journalism
and
Mass
Communications
announced
Monday the Spartan Daily’s
newly elected executive editor
and advertising director.
Shuey, currently the paper’s
managing editor, will carry over
half a century of award-winning
tradition to readers and Suzette.
Durr will manage the advertising section as the new advertising director.
The executive editor controls
the story content and what the
paper looks like, according to
Steve Greene, a San Jose State
University journalism professor
and adviser to the Daily. As
adviser, Greene said he will provide general advice, but Shuey
will run the Spartan Daily’s dayto-day operations.
"The committee picked the
person who could do the best
job: Greene said. "Scott won’t
take no for an answer. He
demands the best."
The best includes focusing
more on diversity and putting
the Spartan Daily online, accord-

ing to Shuey.
"It’s kind of silly for a major
university in Silicon Valley not
to have a web page," Shuey said.
"We need to work on that. We’re
getting things up next semester."
Having enough people to produce the paper and a web site
presents an issue, according to
Greene.
"We barely have enough people to do the paper," Greene said.
"And we need an online editor.
We. have plans to go online,
maybe next fall. Who knows?"
Nineteen reporters currently
write for the Daily for three
units of credit, putting in a minimum of 30 hours per week.
Motivating people to work so
hard for free will be one of the
most challenging tasks facing
Shuey, according to current coexecutive editor James Gunsalus.
"Being a fair leader and making the newsroom a good place to
be will also be a challenge,"
Gunsalus said.
Terri Milner partnered with
Gunsalus this semester for one
of the few co-executive editorships in the paper’s 64-year history.
"I think most of the editorial
positions are designed fin- more
than one person," Milner said. "It
will be a challenge for him
Shuey e to handle it all by himself, but, historically, it has
worked."
Gunsalus and Milner both
agree. Shuey has the experience
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Scott Shuey and Suzette Durr have high hopes for the fall.
to manage what they describe as awards this semester and I hope
the second largest daily in circu- to win even more next semester.
I hope to keep up that level of
lation in Santa Clara County.
"Scott has a lot of editorial excellence."
Bill Parks, adviser for The
and reporting experience and
he’s persistent," Milner said. "He Monitor at Ohlone College,
has sat on the editorial board remembers meeting Shuey when
and that experience is invalu- he was a reporter for the college
weekly newspaper for which he
able. He knows what to expect."
"Scott doesn’t have any illu- won several awards, including
sions of grandeur," Gunsalus Journalist of the Year.
"Scott had a firm grip on what
said.
Shuey said he just wants to he was doing," Parks said.
put out a good newspaper and "People had confidence in him.
I’m glad to see him move up."
understands the commitment.
Getting through school was
"The Spartan Daily has made
a lot of improvements in the last the. hard part, according to
two semesters: Shuey said. Shuey. Last year, he worked 35
won some prestigious hours per week for a printing

company, took 12 units at SJSU Carol said. "She could picture
what you would see with one
and married his sweetheart.
"We knew it was going to be word. She is so creative, I told
rough," his wife Chris said. "But her she should go into advertishe’s really talented and this is ing."
Dun said she’s glad she folwhat he should be doing."
Tom Yip, an account executive lowed her sister’s advice, espein the advertising department cially after three years in the
for the past semester, said he has banking business at Bank of
worked with Durr, who will be America.
"They wanted to move me into
overseeing all of the advertising
for the newspaper, and thinks management," Dun. said. "But I
she will perform well as director. wanted to come up with market"I think she has the personal- ing ideas, so I knew advertising
ity," Yip said. "She tells me she’s was the right direction for me,
not aggressive, but I think she is. and I switched my major from
It’s a good thing in advertising. business to advertising."
Making sure people do their
She says I attack clients when
they come in, but she does the jobs will be one of her main
same thing; she just doesn’t responsibilities, according to
Durr.
notice it."
"Jack (Quinton, advertising
Along with aggressiveness,
Yip said Durr is very organized adviser) always says play hard,
work hard," Durr said. "I believe
and always busy.
"I know she’s doing her part," that and think we have a great
team here who really enjoy their
Yip said.
A Prospect High School grad- work."
Durr said she plans to have
uate, Durr said she went to
DeAnza College then trans- more special advertising secferred to SJSU to complete her tions next fall for the holidays.
advertising studies. Originally a She said she would also like to
business major, it was her sister have a better working relationCarol who encouraged Durr to go ship with the Spartan Daily ediinto advertising after both of torial staff. The partnership
them dreamed of opening a cof- would benefit her clients, she
said.
fee or bagel shop.
"I didn’t really get to know
"We used to watch commercials on television all the time anyone on the editorial staff,"
and Suzette would always com- Dun said. "I would like to have
ment on the stereotypes in them pot lucks together. I don’t think
and bring up ideas on how to it would be difficult."
make the commercials better,"

A.S.: Caret denies knowledge of inappropriate fund allotment
Continued from page 1
scholarships
is
important.
Certainly, we would not be operating in a way that was impropThe President’s Scholars
Program awards academic excel knee. San Jose State University
President Robert Caret said he
hopes the $8,000 scholarship
will attract the best and brightest high school seniors to the
univeNity
The investigation into the use
of campus his first aired on the
student television news program
Update News. The use. of these
particular A.S. funds puts the
university out of compliance
with the student referendum
that created the $100,000 windfall as well as a California State
I7niversity policy governing its
use

The paper trail
The. money was generated by
a student vote to pay an additional $6 per semester to contin
ue the Transit Access Program
in last year’s elect o .11 A "no" vote.

would have derailed the. popular
program, which provides SJSU
students with unlimited access
to the. county’s buses and light
rail. Based on current enrollment estimates, the fee hike generates roughly $300,000 annually.
A provision of the. measure
specified that, "one-third of this
fee will he allocated to cover the
increased financial aid needs of
&NC students caused by this
measure The portion of the fee
ea rmarko ii tier financial aid is
estimated at $100,000 annually.
The passage was patterned on
Executive Order No. 661 issued
by former California State.
University Chancellor Barry
Munitz (m Aug. 23, 1996. The
system -wide policy was meant to
ease the. financial burdens created for cash-strapped students
when he’s increase..
"It came about so that no student with financial need would
be disadvantaged by an increase.
in fees," Redding explained.
"Their financial aid would go up
enough so they would not have

Drugs: High rates not
fault of SJSU students
Continued from page 1
that those. people who are. using
arid selling (drugs I won’t be
there anymore."
Torn Saggieu, who works for
the. city as a coordinator for
Project Crackdown. said the city
and university are committed to
clean up the. downtown area.
The currently designated crackdown area runs from Fourth to
13th streets and from San
Carlos Avenue to Highway 280.
"People are coming from all
over the Bay Area to ply their
trade," Saggau said. "A lot of people who don’t live in San Jose
are being arrested for selling.
We’re going to make sure that
area is not overcome. Many
cities write these areas off. We’ll
never do that."
Saggau’s efforts were focused
north of campus in what was
called the Santa Clara Avenue
corridor when the university
crackdown project began threa.
years ago.

The "hot spot" has moved
south since that time, according
tel Hernandez. Saggau sees the
continued high eirrests at the
university as a necessary evil.
"There’s certainly high drug
activity," Saggau said. "But
there’s also high enforcement."

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED
Women Ages 21-29,
Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!

an added burden."
Even with the intended use of
the funds spelled out, the university administration and the student government began to hey
the groundwork for a difThrent
plan. A contract between the university and Associated Students
signed by Redding, then A.S.
President Jerry Simmons, former
Controller
Adrian
Rodriguez and former Director of
Financial Aid Donald Ryan outlined the plans for the money.
"A portion of the Associated
Students Transit Access Fee,
dedicated toward financial aid
and estimated at $100,000 per
year, will be added to the (A.S)
endowment corpus," the contract
states, "except in the first year,
when it will be used to fund the
President’s Scholars scholarship."
The agreement was inked on
Simmon’s final day in office May
14, 1997. Simmons has since.
graduated
and
moved
to
Southern California, leaving oth
ers tee deal with his legacy.
Attempts to contact him at

Pepperdine University where he
is attending law school were
unsuccessful.

Scholarships honored
Redding said the. university
would be able to honor all five
scholarships offered this year.
However, she said the university
will have to look elsewhere for
funding in future years.
Redding said she accepts full
responsibility for the document
which bears her signature..
Neither she nor any member of
her staff, Redding said, checked
with the Chancellor’s Office
about the deal.
But the chancellor’s order
suggests that Caret ultimately
shoulders Some responsibility for
the error.
"In accordance with policy of
The California State University,
the campus president has the
responsibility for implementing
Executive Orders," an attachment to the order states.
Did Caret know funds were
being used inappropriately? He
says no. Caret said at a press

SECURE YOUR SUMMER JOB
Provide Quality
Construction Workers to
Licensed Contractors
Throughout the West
Since 1987

Carpenters Drywall
Painters Plumbers
Electrician’s
Laborers
And Morel

(11,
AAA
Contractors Labor Pool

$3,000, Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
Japanese Donors,

(1.41 t,eLii

FIkr,
Pp,1111(11.

i Bowling
1 Center

I_

Bowl 1 game at the regular price, then 2
I
bowl a second game at no charge.
When lanes are available during regular
business hours Not valid with any
other promotions or specials.

I

i

I
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Career Seekers:
Employers:

3

London $490 ;
Amsterdam $429
Paris $498
Madrid $448)
Brussels $4981
Athens $777
Frankfurt $582;
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Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free.

CENTRAL
COAST
EMPLOYMENT
EXPO

Please bring copies of your resume

;Summer

.0,

I
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Travel

I

Student Union, Inc

Your Future
Career Awaits You!

CrnEs (800) CALL CLP
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Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

FIEF 1-fteri1

102 University Ave. Ste. C
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Palo Alto (next to Blockbuster)

(408) 295-8886

530 Bush St, Ground Fl.
San Francisco

(415) 421-3473 0,

919 living St , Ste. 102
San Francisco
CTSePenehnp

A fitting tribute?
The scholarship was intended
as a tribute to Donald Ryan
widely regarded as the father of
financial aid at SJSU. The longtime director of financial aid
retired last May after 29 years of
service to the university.
Ironically, the plan to honor
Ryan would have deprived the
financial aid office of $100,000
annually
"I am disappointed that there
will not be an endowment in my
name," Ryan said. "But the
money earmarked for financial
aid has to be used in the way it
was intended."

Where

Get on Board for Summer Employment
Top Jobsites Great Pay & Benefits
Steady & Flexible Work Schedules
Same Week Pay Safe Working Conditions

WORK IN ALL BAY AREA

aware of the overture but did not
rule it out.
"It is entirely possible,"
Redding said. "We call that, in a
president, a rainmaker. They go
out and seed a lot of ideas."
Caret continues to defend the
idea in principle if not in practice. "I still think it’s a good
idea," he said in an interview
after Monday’s Academic Senate
meeting.

START YOUR NEW CAREER!
MEET WITH EMPLOYERS.

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY

I

I

Now!

conference Tuesday he was not
sure from what part of the A.S.
budget the $100,000 came. The
contract between the university
and the student government
clearly states that the money
would come from the transit
access fee increase.
"To the extent that I can control a campus of 32,000 people, I
guess I’m responsible." Caret
said. "We clearly are not going to
break any rules when it relates
to financial aid or any executive
order. If there is something
wrong, we’re going to fix it."
Caret has called his vice-presidents to prepare a report tel be
completed today concerning the
funds.
A.S.
Executive
Director
Alfonso De Alba said Caret made
overtures to the student government last year, asking for a
donation to the President’s
Scholars Program.
"The president asked the
Associated Students for a contribution which was granted last
year for $100,000," De Alba said.
Redding said she was not

(415) 566-6222

Interested in exhibiting?
Call (408) 771-6023 to receive an
Exhibitor’s Kit or e-mail us at
CCEE@webtv.net for more
information
FREE ,t I)

Events start from llam until 3pm

Thursday, May 7
San Jose State University
Student Union Ballroom
Many thanks to our sponsors at:
Career Source Magazine Lasting Impressions Manila Bulletin

